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Japanese detainees visit campus
Vanessa Lasge
225
225
Staff Writer
On Wednesday, two speakers
from the Speaker's Bureau of m
the Japanese American
Citizens League gave,, a lec-
ture on the detainment of
Japanese Americans in
Internment Camps during
World War II. This event was
sponsored by the Office of
Multi-Ethn- ic Student Affairs.
Feb. 19 is reserved as the
Japanese American Day of
Remembrance, because it is the
anniversary of President Franklin
Roosevelt's Executive Order
9066 in 1942. Order 9066
makes no reference to race or
culture, but effectively permit- -
"When the president apolo
gizes for something, you
know they were dead
wrong," said Ed Ezaki, a
former Japanese detainee.
ted the forced incarceration of
Japanese Americans.
The two speakers, Ed Ezaki and
Hank Tanaka, were both detainees
Speakers
Faculty-at-Larg- e: John Lindner
Severance Hall, 11 a.m.
Great Decisions: "International and
Domestic Homeland Security"
Major General Stewart, Scheide, 7 p.m.
in these camps. Ezaki was born on
a farm in San Jose, CA and was
eight years old when Japan
attacked Pearl Harbor. He recalled
the fear and uneasiness that
occurred after the attack.
"The whole mood of my fam-
ily changed. Everyone spoke
in whispers and the happiness
disappeared."
Ezaki 's grandfather, who
was not an American citizen.
was taken away from his
home by the FBI. He was not
permitted to finish his dinner or
See "Japanese-American- s, " pg. 2.
Betas meet with administration
Sarah Core
News Edtor
College officials and the mem-
bers of the section Beta Kappa
Phi met Wednesday to discuss
the approval of the Betas charter
and the steps that need to be
taken for the group to be rein-
stated on campus next semester.
Dean of Students Kurt
Holmes said, they met "to talk
about how the process will
begin this spring."
The section originally lost their
charter six years ago after a judi-
cial incident.
Holmes and the Beta's new
president, Adam Van Wagoner
'04, who was elected this past
week, discussed the preliminary
steps that need to be taken so
that the Betas can come back to
campus as a legal section.
"Our charter has been
approved, but currently we are
not recognized by the campus,"
said Van Wagoner.
"However, we are making it a
point to be more visible on cam-
pus, such as attending Inter-Gree- k
Council meetings this
year," he said.
Holmes said that representa-
tives from the Dean's Office,
Safety and Security, Student
Activities and Residential Life
and Housing will be meeting
early next week to talk about
the details with the Beta's exec-
utive board.
Van Wagoner said that the sec-
tion needs to pass a "series of
checkpoints with administra-
tion" before any final decisions
are made as to the Betas status.
"Our common goal is to get
back on campus," said Van
Wagoner. "God-willin- g, if all
goes well, we'll be back on
campus next year."
Amma Addo '04, Inter-Gree- k
Council's representative to
Campus Council, said, "The
administration has agreed to
reinstate their charter," pending
the next few steps that are made.
"We're just trying to do things
the right way," said Van Wagoner.
Holmes said that while there
are still kinks to work out
between them and "the College
and the Betas may differ on the
means and timing ... we share
the goal of supporting positive
growth in the Greek System."
As to Housing for the section
next year. Holmes said that
pending approval, "the Housing
Office is operating under the
working assumption that the
Betas will be in block housing."
Events
226 Black Speakers Alive!
Lowry Lounge, 12 p.m.
227 to 31 "Twelfth Night": by William Shakespeare
Directed by Ansley Valentine
Freedlander Theater, 8:15 p.m.
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Photo by Sarah Coke
Gala marks twentieth anniversary
Kory Sutherland '06 and Arvit Antonio Gonzalez '05 ham it up for
the camera as they dance the swing to the live band Blue Lunch at
Gala this past Saturday. Feb. 15 was Gala 's twentieth anniversary,
and in celebration, the Art Wall was lined with selections of Voice
articles, photos, and descriptions of each year.
Announcements
221 Last day for sophomores to declare major
225 CD Heaven
Lowry Lounge, 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
31 Off-camp- us study forms due
News 2
Editor: Sarah Core Assistant Editor: Christopher Beck
Japanese --Americans speak out about WWII camps
continued from page I.
get dressed and no one was
informed as to where he was
being taken.
Despite his family's efforts to
run away, Ezaki and his family
were eventually sent to a camp
in Gila River, Arizona.
"I remember being forced
r6nto a train by soldiers with
rifles," he said. At the camp, he,
his mother and his father had
one room with just enough room
to open up their three army cots.
Outside, seeing scorpions,
snakes and lizards was common,
as was getting bitten.
"Eventually they were able to
escape to the other side of the
barbed wire," he said, "while we
were still stuck inside." Ezaki
stayed in the camp for three
years, from 1942 until 1945.
Mr. Tanaka didn't speak much
about his own experiences but
concentrated on the historical
and political aspects of the situa-
tion. Tanaka played a large role
in the redress movement to get an
official apology from the
American government.
This' apology was finally
granted by the Civil Liberties
Act of 1988. "When the presi-
dent apologizes for something,
you know they were dead
wrons." said Ezaki.
Becoming organized and vocal
about this time in history was
essential to receiving the apolo-
gy, but it was also a struggle.
Many surviving internees
were unwilling to talk about
their experiences because they
were ashamed.
The Japanese American
Citizens League stil has trouble
finding people who will speak
about it. But finally in 1980, 750
surviving internees gave testimo-
ny to their experiences. "Their
stories were heart-wrenching- ,"
said Tanaka, "I cried."
One major question that
Tanaka brought up was "Why
didn't people protest?" He
answered this question with three
reasons. First, the Nisei (second
generation Japanese Americans)
were at an average 18 years old.
They were still young and
naive. Second, in the 40s civil
disobedience was not nearly as
common or accepted as it is
now. And lastly, Japanese cul-
ture places emphasis on not
bringing shame to one's family
and dealing with adversity rather
than fighting it.
Despite these reasons, howev-
er, there were individuals who
put up a fight. Three individuals
protested the implementation of
an 8 p.m. curfew. Between
March and April of 1942 all
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Ed Ezaki speaks 4 a filled room on
the ten concentration camps set up
three were arrested and jailed.
Throughout the years that
Japanese Americans were
detained, the U.S. was experienc-
ing a shortage of workers. Many
detainees were allowed to leave
to go work, as long as they did
not return to the West Coast.
After the war, those that did
return to California and the West
Coast faced horrible prejudices
Attention Seniors
The Registrar's Office would like to remind YOU of the following;
The LS. submission deadline is March 24 at 5:00 p.m.
. The College is requesting that you do NOT use the official seal of the
College on the Senior Thesis.
Go to the Registrar's Website and print the form titled "Archiving the I.S. Thesis.
Check the option you prefer on this form and return it to us when you submit
your copies of the thesis on or before March 24.
Submit three copies of the title page (in addition to the two bound copies)
for publication purposes.
There WILL be numbers on the buttons seniors recieve after har.dir in their I.S.
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Photo by Pamela Miller
Wednesday afternoon in Lowry, talking about his experiences in one of
within the United STates for Japanese-America- ns during WWII.
discrimination and violence.
Many chose to move east. Of
the 120,000 detainees, around
11,000 moved to Chicago along
with large numbers in Denver
and Cleveland.
Despite everything that these
men went through, neither Tanaka
or Ezaki expressed any contempt
for the U.S. Government.
"My grandfather had a vision
In the Viewpoints section last week,; Jeff Dickson '03 was
misrepresented as a sophomore. He is currently a senior. An
editor erred.
II
of a better life in America," Ezaki
said, "And I thank God every day
for myi grandfather's vision."
Both men even went on to serve
in the arrried forces, Tanaka dur-
ing WWII.
Both Tanaka and Ezaki cur-
rently reside in Cleveland and are
active members of the Cleveland
Chapter of the , Japanese
American Citizen's League.
The illustration in the Features section last week on page 6 was
not attributed to Danielle Feielin '03. An editor erred.
As journalism is a human process, there is a constant potential for
mistakes. Errors can be made at any step ofthe way: in newsgath-erin- g,
editing or printing. The Voice staff strives to avoid such mis-
takes, but when an error does occur, it is our policy to admit it and
promptly correct it. Tliis space exists for that purpose. Call the
Voice office at 330-287-259- 8, or e-m- ail at voicewoosterxdu.
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Black History Month comes "alive" for students
Justin L. Hart
The
Chief Staff Writer
Black Students
Association (BSA) held the first
of their "Black Speakers Alive"
performances, entitled "Civil
Disobedience at the 1968
Olympics," on Wednesday, Feb.
19, at 12 p.m. in Lowry lounge.
The performance recounted an
incident from the 1968 summer
Olympics in Mexico City, in
which two black American medal
winners had raised their fists dur-
ing the award ceremony to
protest America's racial injustice.
Alicia Scarborough '05 read a
narration of the event and its
significance, while Brian
Barnes '03, Will Torres '05 and
Clint Rhodes '04 enacted the
parts of the people on the
Olympic podium.
Torres played the role of
Tommie Smith and Barnes
played the part of John Carlos,
BE A LEADER
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With your bachelor's
degree, yoa can
become an Army
Officer and be a leader
among leaders. In
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School (OCS), you'll
learn management
and leadership
techniques. Apply now.
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the two American athletes who
had engaged in the protest.
Rhodes acted in the role of
Peter Norman, the white
Austrialian silver-med- al winner
who played with the protesters
on the podium. Scarborough
read through the narration a few
times in succession.
While Barnes, Torres and
Rhodes provided a visual reen-actme- nt
of the historical scene
by standing on a makeshift podi-
um set up near the lunch line
leading up to Lowry dining hall.
Carlos and Smith had been
active : with an organization
called the Olympic Project for
Human Rights, or OPHR, coor-
dinated by Sociology Professor
Harry Edwards.
The organization had earlier
tried to induce all black
Americans to boycott participa-
tion in the Olympic Games.
"The protest, Edwards hoped,
would bring attention to the fact
that America's civil rights
movement had not gone far
enough to eliminate the injus-
tices black Americans were fac-
ing," Scarborough said.
However, the drive to boycott
the Games ultimately did not suc-
ceed, even with the backing of
many leaders of the civil rights
movement as well as athletes.
"Still impassioned by Edward's
words," said Scarborough.
"Smith and Carlos secretly
planned a non-viole- nt protest in
the manner of Martin Luther
King, Jr."
In Mexico City, Smith and
Carlos won the gold and bronze
medals respectively in the 200-met- er
track event.
At the ceremony where they
received their medals, the two
men stepped up the podium
wearing black socks to symbolize
the poverty of black Americans;
Smith also wore a black scarf to
symbolize black pride.
2002-0- 3 Survivor Support System
A group of faculty and staff who are available to confidentially
assist survivors of, or those who know survivors of, sexual assault.
For assistance, contact:
Nancy Anderson
Ellen Bums
Heather Fitz Gibbon
Pam Frese
Dianna Kardulias
Longbrake
Severance 124
Kauke 7
Kauke8
Kauke 207
Ext 2319
Ext. 2610
Ext. 2371
Ext. 2256
Ext 2301
Students may also contact the College counselors at Ext 2319 or
the Campus Minister at Ext. 2558. To report an assault contact the
Wooster City Police at 911 (emergencies) or 330-264-33- 33, or
Security at Ext. 2590. '
What are you interested in?
--Political Science
--English
--The Classics
-- Communication
--History
--Journalism
The Wooster Voice is looking for staff writers,
copy editors and editors. Get involved, make
your voice heard and build your resume.
voicewooster.edu e- -t. 2598
"As the American flag rose and
the; Star-Spangl- ed Banner
played," said Scarborough, "the
two closed their eyes, bowed their
heads and began their protest."
"Smith later told the media
that he raised his right, black
glove-covere- d fist in the air to
represent, black power in
America," said Scarborough,
"while Carlos' left, black-covere- d
fist represented unity in
black America.
Together, they formed an arch
of unity and power." She said,
"While the protest seems rela-
tively tame by today's stan-
dards, the actions of Smith and
Carlos were met with such out-
rage that they were suspended
from their national team and
banned from the Olympic
Village, the athletes home dur-
ing the Games."
The symbolic action immedi-
ately became controversial, with
some people deploring what
they saw as an expression of
militancy that did not belong at
the Olympics.
Scarborough said that other
people had a more positive reac-
tion, however.
"Supporters, on the other
hand," she said, "were moved
by the duo's actions and praised
them for their bravery."
"The protest had lingering
effects for both men, the most
serious of which were death
threats against them and their
families," Scarborough said.
Scarborough said that the
Olympics event was also "a
milestone in America's civil
rights movement."
Pamphlets also were handed
out to the listening crowd wait-
ing in line to get into the dining
hall for lunch.
The BSA will hold. "Black
Speakers Alive" enactments
each Wednesday at 12 p.m. in
Lowry until March 3.
NEWS BRIEFS
Harwood '05 sentenced
Caitlin Harwood' 05 will bgin serving a 90-da-y Federal Class B
Misdemeanor in a minimium security federal prison prison in
May, after school ends for the year. She returned last week from
Georgia, after U.S. Magistrate G. Mallon Faircloth convicted her
of Criminal Trespass against Lawful Statute.
Last semester, the Voice reported that Harwood committed an
act of civil disobedience during a protest against the School of
Americas in Fort Benning, Georgia. She, along with David
Tarbell '04, who began serving 90 days in a minimium security
federal prison in Ashland, Kentucky on Feb. 1 1, were arrested and
detained after crossing a fence and tresspassing onto the govern-
ment's property. Fort Benning.
Her story in the courtroom, she said, "made everyone cry.
There was not one dry eye in that courtroom." Harwood does not
regret her decision, and plans on spending her summer in prison
being productive, like "knitting." she said.
Wooster Jazz Ensemble Welcomes Danny
Barber, Nationally Known Trumpeter
Wooster Jazz Ensemble Concert with Barber
February 21, 8 p.m.
McGaw Chapel
Tickets are $5, admission is free for
C.O.W. students, faculty, staff and administration
n Viewpoints 4
Editors: Cookie Compitello Andrew Waldman
V(oii( it IJirM Editor shows support Ifor war
Represents the opinion of the Wooster Voice Editorial Board
Speaker provides positive insight
Thanks to the College's Women's Studies Department and the
Hewlett-Mello- n Fund for bringing author, lawyer, professor and per-
former Jyl Lynn Felman to speak last Thursday. Felman's perform-
ance about growing up a Jewish woman entitled "If Only I'd Been
Born A Kosher Chicken: A Daughter's Search for Her Mother" was
very evocative and interesting to those who attended. It's nice to see
the College provide such a wide variety of events for students of all
interests to attend, as often it seems that areas such as women's stud-
ies are ignored in society.
The only complaint we have is that this speaker happened to come
on the same night as poet Lynne Sharon Schwartz's reading, but hey,
you can't have everything.
A recommendation for College
While practically every other student east of the Mississippi
spent Monday enjoying a snow day, we Wooster students nobly
trudged through snowy sidewalks and courageously waded through
a foot of snow throughout the day to get to our classes. Imagine our
unhappiness, then, when we finally arrived at our classes to dis-
cover that our professors were still stranded in Cleveland, Oberlin
or even rural Wooster and class was cancelled.
Or, worse, imagine that you're an off-camp- us student who
spent 45 minutes cleaning off your car and another 20 minutes
driving on dangerous roads to barely arrive here on time for your
class only to discover that your professor didn't put in the same
effort you did to get here, and class was cancelled.
We'd like to propose a spot on the Wooster Web site where stu-
dents could check what classes have been cancelled so that we
don't risk life and limb to walk (or drive) all the way to Kauke for
no good reason. If the College insists on having class despite
dangerous weather conditions, the least they could do is make
things easier (and safer) for students.
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Lately, I've been frustrated
because it seems like everyone
around me is against the war in
Iraq. I am the sports editor for the
Voice, and am literally the only
one on staff who supports a war.
To me, we have no other option. I
am sick ana
tired of the
argument that
basically says
"Bush is stu--
pid, so what-
ever
:-
-
.. .. ..
- policy he
toddworly chooses is
wrong." The
argument people are making that
Bush is doing this just for oil is an
insult to this country. So, to hear a
logical argument is refreshing.
People need to realize there are
two sides to this issue, and Bush
isn't alone in his beliefs.
Before I get into why I support
the war, let me address the asser-
tion that Bush's only motive for
war in Iraq is oil. It is a disgrace to
our country and to democra-
cy as a whole to think that
the leader WE elected would we
be petty enough to risk the
lives of innocent people just
for oil. One of the main
opponents of American policy
lately have been the French.
Israeli intelligence has recently
reported that France is biased
towards Iraq because they have
secret ties with Iraq that violates
treaties. In fact, France is the
country benefiting from Iraqi oil.
In addition, they have so much
invested in the Iraqi economy
that they'll do anything to avoid
this war.
Obviously, I definitely support
the war. There are three options
the U.S. can take. The first is to
wait on the rest of the U.N. to
comply, the second is to do noth-
ing and the third is to go to war.
Bush said it best in the State of
the Union Address regarding us
waiting for the U.N. to comply. I
agree that the longer we wait, the
more we put ourselves in danger.
Are they going to announce to the
world that an attack is coming?
Obviously not. By announcing to
the world that we'll wait X
amount of months, that basically
makes- - us a sming duck, astif jv(e
weren't already one.
Doing nothing scares me even
more. We have evidence that
Saddam told his people that any-
one who cooperates with U.N.
officials will be "dealt with." Can
we just ignore that? We have evi-
dence, as Bush stated, that there is
a great wealth of unaccounted
weapons that Iraq has recently
accumulated. Why else does Iraq
have these weapons? Why not dis-
close exactly what they have?
This man has used weapons on his
own people, how can we assume
he won't use them on us? He has
done nothing that allows us to
trust him. In the wake of the Gulf
War, he signed an agreement say-
ing that Iraq would pursue non-proliferati- on.
Has he done that?
There have now been 18 resolu-
tions since 1991 submitted by the
U.S. to the U.N. regarding Iraq. If
Iraq hasn't cooperated yet, when
will they? We also have evidence
that Saddam has links to terrorists.
Something has to be done.
don't strike first we're
taking too big of a risk.
Not only is Iraq a threat to the
U.S., but Iraq arms enemies of the
US.., and is very capable and will-
ing to attack American allies. I see
Iraq as a wounded lion with noth-
ing to lose. Their life can't get any
worse, but they can definitely ruin
our lives. What has Iraq done to
make us not suspicious of them?
We can't give Saddam too much
credit by assuming he'll think log-
ically. He could care less if his
people are destroyed because' he
sees himself as untouchable. I
think Iraq is a ticking bomb and if
something isn't done, who knows
who will suffer? September 11
showed the entire world that the --
U.S. is vulnerable, and I have to
say I think another attack is on the
way if we don't do something
soon. Whether we'd attack for
moral reasons (human rights) or
not, we must do this to preserve
not only our freedom, but also
freedom for the world.
One of the few positives to be
taken out of September 11 was
that it. . forced, -- Americans to- -
acknowledge that we are vulnera-
ble, and no matter how powerful
we are, we can't take anything for
granted. A tragedy has already
been inflicted upon us. How can
we assume it won't happen again,
especially now that they have seen
it can be done? Why has the terror
alert level increased? Or is that
some kind of joke too? To me, it is
simply naive to think the U.S. can
just sit back and wait things out.
That's exactly the attitude that
we had before September 11,
and it amazes me how people
can so quickly become compla-
cent again.
Yes, as many people are saying,
the United States is a part of a
larger international community
and should do whatever we can to
comply. But there comes a time
when you have to put your foot
down and stick up for yourself,
and if we don't do that soon, the
possibilities scare me. WE are the
ones that have upheld agreements
in regards to non-proliferati- on.
.If Has Iraq? Has France?
Should we risk the lives of
many innocent Americans
just to appease the French?
. Look where appeasement
got Neville Chamberlain and the
British in World War n. And look
what a non-confrontatio- nal
approach taken by the United
States resulted in during World
War II Roosevelt turned away
boatloads of Jews from the
American border, refusing to
believe the horrors that were tak-
ing place overseas. The boat was
forced to turn around, taking its
inhabitants straight to their
graves. I am not in any way trying
to compare current events with the
Holocaust, but I agree whole-
heartedly with Bush that some-
thing has to be done, and if we
don't strike first we're taking too
big of a risk.
For those of you who agree with
me, make your voices heard and
show your support for our presi-
dent and our country. I know I am
not alone in my beliefs, and it's
time for the other side to be heard
on this campus.
Todd Worly is Sports Editorfor
the
.
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Sandifer gives Bob
Walton madprops
Mr Walton,
I just wanted to tell you that
there are people on this campus
who believe that you aren't an evil
man determined to cut student jobs
and pad your own pockets with
our pizza money. There are people
on this campus who recognize that
you have the unenviable job of
having to make decisions to cut a
lot of good programs. There are
people who understand that, when
there is a budget crisis, there is no
such thing as a pleasant choice, or
a good choice only necessary
ones. I hope that a way can be
found to save recycling. I hope
that you can build a dialogue with
some of the student groups that
value the recycling program to
find a way to do it. I know that, in
the past,, the Science and
Humanities Program would do the
sorting of the dry and wet bins into
cardboard, glass, aluminum, paper
and plastic in their building, so
that the recycling workers would
have an easier time. Perhaps they
could take up this task again,
along with the Greeks, the
International program and other
residential programs to help recy-
cling not need as many employees.
Perhaps there are students, faculty,
Praise for
My I.S. is just too dam ground-
breaking. The fact that I am boldly
going where no Wooster student
has gone before is creating a great
hindrance in
the completion
of my I.S.
Okay, so this
isn't quite true.
What is true is
that I was hav-
ingkatieberkshire a very hard
time finding
Secondary sources and although
By topic is most certainly new and
nnovative, I knew that someone
n academia had to have attacked
similar subject matter.
How did I find these, sources?
Veil, here's the answer this may
tot be the most timely announce- -
alumni or trustees who would be
interested in donating some of
the money needed to save recy-
cling. I assume that the students
who are working to save recy-
cling have made some contact
with you, but if they have not, I
hope that you will contact them,
and try to start a dialogue about
ways in which recycling could be
saved without worsening the
College's financial burden.
Or perhaps there really is no
way to keep all of the good things
that the College has done in the
past afloat in the current economy.
In which case, I hope that, once
the financial situation stabilizes, a
new and expanded recycling pro-
gram can quickly be launched.
Most of all, though, I hope that
you, the students, the faculty and
everyone else can find a way to
put aside their frustration and hos-
tility, and work cooperatively,
peacefully and productively to
help this college through the diffi-
cult set of decisions that lie ahead.
I don't envy the choices you have
to make, but I trust that you can
make them with wisdom, compas-
sion, and far-sightedne- ss.
Phil Sandifer 03
the library
ment for seniors, but underclass
peoples, take note!
Go to the C.O.W. website, click
on the "libraries" link, and then
click on "Reference Consultation"
under "Library Services." Fill out
the form and an appointment with
a reference librarian will be made
for you. My appointment was
with Denise Monbarren, who
found a myriad of sources for me.
When it comes time for I.S.
Monday, I will be taking part in its
mirth, knowing that my fully
completed and ground-breakin- g
I.S. is safe in the' Registrar's
office. Those students who come
after me will have the knowledge
of the extremely useful tool of
"Reference Consultations" that
the College's library offers for us.
Wooster Voice
Letter asks
To the editors,
This was written with the aid of
personal reflection in response to
the heightened sense offear our
government is encouraging.
Terrorism is a self-fulfilli- ng
prophecy if one becomes con-
vinced of its subjective existence.
While the imminent subsequent
attacks have yet to come, we are
constantly on edge every second
of every day in case 'they
strike again. We must look Weinside ourselves and ask
why we are afraid, a daunt-
ing,
sides,
but very necessary
task. It seems to me we are
afraid because the events of
September 11 have shown
us that we are not com-
pletely in control of every aspect
of our lives, that we are vulnera-
ble. We are the sole determiners
of how we view and come to
understand the world, not George
W. Bush and not al Qaeda.
In this day and age many people
are coerced by society to be
involved solely in the external
material world, leaving internal
desires and needs uninvestigated.
This should change, we can
choose to say to any 'would-b- e
terrorists,' "You don't scare me,
and to prove it I'm riot going' to
5
for more perspectives
change my life drastically and
therefore not let you win. I find
you pitiable; maybe you should
reflect on your own life Osama (or
whichever terrorists you may be
addressing) and understand why
you wish to express yourself in a
manner so harmful to the human
race." We must ask: is there any
justifiable reason for al Qaeda 's
action based upon their life expe- -
need to understand both
for as a nation, we are
currently no superior to those our own inner dcmons If
individuals We demOnize. every person on the planet
comes to terms with their
own inner desires (for bet- -
riences? We need to understand
both sides, for as a nation, we are
currently no superior to those
individuals we demonize.
We must ask ourselves the
exact same questions we would
put to our 'enemy. Why do
humans wish to exploit each other
and the earth and do harm to each
other and the earth? Is there a
more responsible way to live? I
feel that the human race in totali-
ty is better than that, deep down
we should strive to better the
human race as a whole, not just
the nation we arbitrarily find our-
selves dwelling in.
The human race needs to expe-
rience a new era, but not another
era of technological enlighten-
ment that would further increase
the schism between external and
internal. We must experience a
more introspective and thoughtful
era. Every human has many
repressed desires inside them-
selves. But, instead of
acknowledging these
truths we repress the truth
and vilify each, other as
A A wk n.w al lkr lKiv f'Xfm
ter or worse), only then will it be
possible for terrorism to no
longer exist externally. Despite
inflated defense budgets, despite
marshalling troops, terror will
always have a home as long as
each of us allows it a warm home
inside ourselves.
Each individual's life journey is
different, but with the aid of intro-
spection, each has the potential to
be greatly nourished, in ways the
materialistic world can never
achieve on its own.
RobMaurp.'04
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Give these delicious Lowry and Kitt recipes a whirl
Katie Berkshire and
Elizabeth Yuko
Features Editors
Even with the tasty choices
that our fine dining halls
Lowry and Kittredge have to
offer, every now and then stu
dents need to have a little bit of
spice in their life and in
their meals. But often, we can't
afford to make a trip to the
Olde Jaol or C-Du- bs. So, what
is the solution? Lowry and
Kittredge recipes!
One day as I (Katie) sat in
Lowry, eating a concoction of
my very own creativity and
sweet tooth, Maggie Popadiak
'05 walked by and exclaimed.
What is that? Apparently she
thought that what was eating
looked disgusting. When I told
her that it was good, she decid-
ed to sample it herself, and then
took off for her table with my
bowl in hand.
What was the concoction? you
may ask. Well, it is below ...
along with many other sugges-
tions for a tasty Lowry or
Kitt experience!
Katie and Maggie's favorite
chocolate-pean- ut butter mousse
Chocolate pudding
Peanut butter
Whipped cream
Blend like crazy
When they have Oreo topping
for the ice cream, make the
above recipe, but with the Oreo
topping instead of peanut butter
for a tasty "dirt" dessert.
Healthy and tasty alternative
Combine:
Plain yogurt
Honey
Sunflower seeds
optional Craisins
--
. Emmy 's salad
Combine spinach, red pep-
pers, tomatoes and mushrooms.
Sprinkle feta cheese and cottage
cheese over the vegetables.
Warm up some balsamic vine-
gar in the microwave (this
makes it sweeter) and sprinkle
the balsamic vinegar and olive
oil over the salad.
Alice McBee's banana
dessert wrap
Slice a banana lengthwise and
line up slices in wrap, pour French
vanilla creamer over the slices.
Fold a plain wrap up. Sprinkle a
packet of sugar in the raw over it.
Pop it in the microwave for 40
seconds. Put a scoop of ice cream
Why go to Cafe Woo when you can
right here at Kittredge?
at each end of the wrap. Put zig
zags of chocolate sauce over the
whole thing J
Katie's Mochalicious
If you're craving mochas and
wish there was a Starbucks near-
by, try mixing coffee and hot
chocolate to make a decent
mocha. Add whipped topping or
drink on ice if desired.
Cinnamon Toast Crunch
Tastee Treat
Mix Cinnamon Toast Crunch
and whipped cream. It may Ictok
gross, but trust us, it's good.
Added peanut butter is also good.
Chai Cream Delight
Pour chai latte over vanilla ice
cream.
Tuna Noodle Casserole
This works only when Lowry is
serving cream of mushroom soup.
Get whatever noodles are being
served that day. Add some tuna,
some cream of mushroom soup
and whatever veggies you would
like. Put cheese on top and put in
the microwave to warm up and
melt cheese.
Andrew VValdman puts Ranch
dressing on everything. And we
mean everything. In addition,
Cookie Compitello, the other
Viewpoints editor puts crushed
Photo By Pamela Miller
make this delicious bagel sandwich
red pepper on everything.
Score with this Spaghetti
Get your basic spaghetti
marinara sauce and noodles
from the noodle line.
Go to the salad bar, add
peas, mushrooms, tomatoes,
maybe some onions, definite-
ly some spices, cover in
cheese and melt for 50 sec-
onds in the microwave.
Extra Special Nachos
Blend together salsa and cream
cheese in a bowl. Sprinkle shred-
ded cheddar cheese on top. Put in
the microwave for a short period
of time to warm it up. Dip tortilla
chips in it.
Cookie's Cheesy Garlic
Bread
Toast the bread of your choice.
Top with the cheese of your
choice and garlic powder. Warm
up in the microwave.
Bagel Pizza
Toast a bagel, then go to the
noodle line and get marinara
sauce to put on top. Add shred-
ded mozzarella and toppings,
such as peppers, mushrooms,
olives or whatever toppings
you may choose. Basil and
Oregano may also make this
extra tasty. Warm it up and melt
the cheese in the microwave.
Personally, I (Elizabeth) find
Kittredge to be a much more
pleasant dining environment
overall (and I'm not justsaying
that because I live in Compton).
The staff is unbelievably nice
and makes an effort to learn
your name and the food selec-
tion lends itself to endless cre-
ative concoctions. Here are
some Kittredge suggestions.
White Pizzadilla
1 white tortilla
olive oil
grated parmesan cheese
shredded parmesan cheese
shredded cheddar cheese
shredded mozzarella cheese
cheddar cheese slice
garlic and herb spice
Fold the tortilla in half and rub
olive oil on the inside and outside
half of the tortilla. Sprinkle with
grated parmesan cheese. Place a
slice of cheddar cheese in the
inside of the tortilla. Sprinkle
shredded cheddar, parmesan and
mozerella on the top of the tor-
tilla. Sprinkle with the garlic and
herb spices, and bake in the oven
for 3 to 4 minutes.
Tuna Melt
Make a sandwich using two
slices of bread, tuna salad and a
piece oF the cheese of your
choice. Place in oven and let
melt for 2 to 3 minutes. This can
also be done open-face- d on an
English muffin. 1
Setb (the cartoonist)'s
Protein Mix
Mix bananas, granola, honey
and peanut butter for a protein-ric- h
treat. (Seth actually includes
crushed up egg whites from hard
boiled eggs for added protein
We, however, do not endorse
ingesting this.)
-
Cook-a-Iicio- us Turkey
Sandwich
'', Using wheat bread, make
turkey sandwich with apples
Bake in the oven.
Bagel wich
Instead of using bread, us
7 Kitt 's fresh bagels to make yoi
; sandwich. Use the oven to me
the ingredients, if desired.
1 CreamsicleRoot Beer Float
Mix orange soda or root be
with vanilla ice cream.
Chicken Caesar Wrap
(On days when Kitt has chicke
strips for lunch.)
Fill a tortilla with chicke
strips, lettuce, grated parmesec
cheese and Caesar dressing.
Toasted Cheese Vegetarian
Delight
Construct your typical oas j
ed cheese sandwich using tv
slices of bread and cheese
your choice. Add to your san
wich by adding fresh veget
bles from Kitt's salad bar.
Pam's Deviled Eggs
Peel five hardboiled egj
and cut them in half. Scoop tl
yolks out and mix them with
12 packets of mayonnaise,
half a packet of mustard ai
some salt. Refill the egg whit
and sprinkle with paprika.
Kiddie Snack
The old ants on a log are still
tasty treat, and all of the comp
nents are in Lowry and Kitt at
times. Simply spread peanut bu
ter on celery sticks .and plat
raisins on top.
Cheese rocks!
We recommend addiri
cheese to pretty much anythir
to make it taste better. Th
applies to the obvious, such i
sandwiches, burgers, salads an
.soups. Fruit is also good whe
added to cottage cheese.
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with epsom salt will ease bone
and muscle aches.
Cuts can be sealed with
super glue an alternative
to the band aid.
Everyone has their Own
remedies, for hangovers.
including drinking tomato
juice, Gatorade, Pedialyte,
fountain Sprite, or tak-
ing the "hair of the
dog" approach and
drinking some of
the same bever-
age that you
drank the
night
before.
To
makeyour
W
herbs gin-
seng, bee pollen, bayberry, dan-
delion, alfalfa, and brigham
tea help to promote energy and
vitality. The herb hawthorn
taken with garlic or cayenne
helps strengthen the heart.
To stop itching, apply wheat
germ oil, aloe vera gel, vitamin E
oil, cod liver oil, witch hazel tea,
or fresh lemon juice to the irritat-
ed area.
While plan
ning that big road trip, begin
taking vitamin B6 three days
before your trip to avoid
motion sickness.
Having bad dreams about
I.S? Calcium, and vitamin D
supplements are helpful in the
prevention of nightmares.
This may be wishful thinking,
but to soothe sunburn, apply
chilled apple cider vinegar, aloe
vera gel, or plantain frequently to
a burn to nourish it. If it is specif-
ically your face that is burned,
apply a mixture of milk and whole
wheat flour to the face. Leave
until dry and remove with warm
water. Rub olive oil onto a burnt
face. Apply a paste of barley
flour, honey, and raw egg white.
Leave on for 30 minutes and then
7
Tired ofNyquit? You may have cures in your room
Elizabeth Yvko
Features Editor
A combination of the frigid
weather and close living quar-
ters provide ideal conditions for
illness to spread on campus.
Lately, it seems like everyone is
sick and if they're not sick
yet, you know they will be soon.
Mindy Albright, a nurse at
Longbrake Student Wellness
Center, stresses the impor-
tance of washing hands con-
stantly. With illnesses like
pink eye and other viruses
running rampant on campus,
washing your hands is the best
preventative defense against
getting sick. "Drink plenty of
fluids and rest when you're
sick," Albright suggested. She
also suggests using a hot
steam humidifier in your dorm
room to combat the dry heat.
Sometimes, it seems like no
matter how much Dayquil you
down, you just don't feel any
better. The Voice feels your pain
(literally). Here is a collection of
our favorite home remedies for
"everything from the common
cold to weekly hangovers.
Bananas work for cramps
and headaches. Drink with
plenty of water. Chamomile tea
also works for cramps.
For colds and coughs, mix-
tures of wine and tea or Earl
Grey tea and Southern Comfort
will ease your symptoms and
allow you to drift into a peaceful
sleep. Gargling salt is often-recommend- ed
for sore throat pain.
We came across a variety of
cures for nausea, indigestion and
other stomach-relate- d ailments
including drinking Coke, gin-
ger ale, baking soda and water
and doing shots of either
Jagermeister or slivovic.
Taking a hot bath filled
own heat
compress
for your
aches and
pains, fill a
large tube sock
with uncooked
rice (not Minute
rice) and
microwave. The
sock will stay warm
for about an hour.
For nasal congestion,
try smelling something
strong like tabasco sauce or
horseradish.
For cold and flu, cover your
neck and chest in vapor rub and
wrap yourself in. a flannel cloth.
Drink peppermint or
chamomile tea to relax the
system to reduce dizziness.
Feeling sluggish? Try these
tips to bounce right back:
The herbs licorice and
cayenne in capsules act as a
mild stimulant. The
rinse with warm water.
To treat and cure poison ivy,
coat the wound in bleach.
To aid in the extremely diffi-
cult task of quitting smoking,
drinking a tea made of the herbs
lobelia, valerian, hops,
chamomile, peppermint, and
scullcap will lessen the desire
for nicotine and calm the
nerves. Take the herb echinacea
in capsules to cleanse the lym-
phatic system that is often pol-
luted by smoke.
To help treat acne, use all-natu- ral
peppermint soap (or use
all natural soap that has nothing
with sodium in it) tothpaste.
Have an ugly bruise from
falling on the ice? Rub a small
to a liberal amount of butter on
the bruise and leave it.
If you are one of the unfor-
tunate ones that has come
down with pink eye, try putting
a warmed orange pekoe tea
bag over your eye for relief.
Here are some cures
for annoying hiccups:
-- Have someone else use the
blunt end of a long teaspoon or
butter knife to "tickle" your
uvula. (The uvula is the piece of
skin that hangs down from the
back of the top of your mouth.)
Just a nice tickle - a jab could
make you gag. You could try this
yourself by looking in the mirror.
--Eat a sptxmful of sugar.
--Lay on your back (they say that
almost no one gets the hiccups in
the dentist's chair).
-- Drink from the opposite side
of a glass.
If you have asthma and an
inhalor is no where in sight, try
drinking two or three cups of
coffee. Caffeine is very similar
to a tried-and-tr- ue asthma medi-
cine called theophylline.
remedies compiled from var-
ious staff and family members.
www.burn.ucsd.eduremedies.
www.otan.us and www.lai e-toleather- .com.
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Concerts
Virginia Coalition
221
Odeon Concert Club
Cleveland, Ohio
Nada Surf
222
Beachland Ballroom
Cleveland, Ohio
Toad The Wet Sprocket
225
Odeon Concert Club
Cleveland, Ohio
The Queers
227
Mr. Small's Funhouse
Pittsburgh, Penn.
TalibKweli
32
Metropol
Pittsburgh, Penn.
The Cheiftans
035
Benedum Center
Columbus, Ohio
Coldplay
39
Promowest Pavilion
Columbus, Ohio
Glassjaw
314
Odeon Concert Club
Cleveland, Ohio
Tori Amos
316
A.J. Palumbo Center
Pittsburgh, Penn.
Joan Baez
321
Southern Theater
Columbus, Ohio
Atom & His Package
325
The Grog Shop
Cleveland, Ohio
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Entertainment
Twelfth Night adds
Eliza Cramer
A&E Editor
You can say "Bye Bye Bye" to
the 'traditional' Shakespeare. On
Feb. 27, 28 and March 1 at 8:15
p.m. the Wooster Theater depart-
ment's will put on its 'revamped'
production of 'Twelfth Night."
The original First Folio tran-
scription, the first copy of the
printed script is being used and
preserves the original punctuation
and spelling from Shakespeare
himself. This gives the actors
clues about how to perform the
script in the truest manner. Some
cuts and changes have been made
to the script, but Director and
Assistant Professor of Theater
Ansley Valentine maintains that
the production is faithful to the
text as written.
In "Twelfth Night," Viola
(Katie Hammond '03) is ship-
wrecked off the coast of Illyria in
a violent storm, losing her twin
brother Sebastian (Adam Van
Wagoner '04). Viola disguises
herself as a boy and assumes the
name Cesario to protect herself.
She then becomes a page for the
Duke, Orsino (Alex Cox '03),
who is having trouble courting
Olivia (Becki Dieleman '06), a
girlmourning the death of her
father and brother. Viola is sent to
Olivia to deliver love letters from
Orsino. However, Olivia becomes
intrigued by "Cesario" and
arranges for his return by sending
her steward, Malvolio (Andrew
Connell '03) to "him" with a ring
of Olivia's. Because of this,
Viola realizes that Olivia has fall-
en for herCesario rather than for
Orsino. The plot thickens further
when Viola finds herself falling
for Orsino.
The idea for the use of popular
culture came from a need to
"make our production of "Twelfth
Night' visually appealing for a
modern audience while retaining
all of the beauty and grace of
Shakespeare's language," said
Valentine. The film, "Moulin
Rouge," gave the inspiration to
combine music of today with
ideas of an older age.
"Twelfth Night" will feature a
mixture of pop songs and madri-
gals from the time of
8
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'pop' to Shakespeare
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The boy band, Graham Binder '03, Rhett Brodie '06, Lee Matsos '06 and Joe Pickard '06, of Shakespeare 's
"Twelfth Night" rehearse for the show's opening on Feb. 27, 28 and March 1.
Shakespeare. "I think part of the
fun for the audience will be dis-
covering songs they know along-
side songs they don't. 'Twelfth
Night' is one of Shakespeare's
most musical plays. The original
script calls for several songs. We
have simply inserted songs
where Shakespeare called for
them," said Valentine.
The idea of combining
Shakespeare with , modern cul-
ture is not new. Valentine decid-
ed to do the play in this manner
to make it the most accessible for
the audience. "Lots of people
think Shakespeare is dull or hard
to understand," said Valentine,
"If they heard we were doing this
play in an 'old-fashion- ed' way,
they might be less likely to
attend. I hope the modern cos-
tumes and pop music will break
down some barriers and students
who hated Shakespeare in high
school English class will give it a
try here. They will find
Shakespeare talks about things
we all want finding love and
happiness in life."
Assistant Director Elizabeth
Alberts '04 also noted the uni-
versal themes in "Twelfth Night"
that make this type of approach
work. "It's- - still a Shakespeare
production with our approach to
the script, and the costumes and
music make it very post-moder- n.
It's a very colorful production,"
said Alberts.
Anne Medlock '03 is design-
ing the post-mode- rn costumes
for the production in partial ful-
fillment of her Senior I.S.
Medlock has mixed a 1770s style
with 1970s glam rock and mod-
ern day high fashion. "Anyone
who watches MTV or goes to
concerts will recognize the style
of these cloths. Cher, Madonna
or 'NSYNC would feel right at
home," said Valentine.
The set is very simple with a
post-mode- rn painting in a frame
and no backdrop. When the
actorsactresses step into a blue
circle on the stage, they indi-
cate their character's presence
in the play.
Other cast members appearing
are Doug Buchanan '06 as Fabian,
Eric Pilko '03 as Feste, Jonathan
Muchekehu '06 as Sir Andrew
Aguecheek, Kat Anderson '05 as
Maria, Lee Matsos 06 as
Antonio, Rhett Brodie '06 as
Curio, Nick Stevens '03 as Toby,
Stephen Bassett '06 as Valentine,
Shawn Sweeney '06 as the atten-
dant, Merritt Smith '06 as the sea
captainpriest, and Mike Stratton
'06' and Joel'Servillb '05 in the "
dual roles of officersailor. The
boy band is comprised of Graham
Binder '03, Joe Pickard '06,
Matsos and Brodie. Elizabeth
Weiss '06, Whitney Huss '05,
Holly Payne '06, Kelly Gesche
'06 and Sarah Edwards '04 will
perform in the girl band.
Faculty members Dale Seeds
(scene designer), Alan Walworth
(dialogue coach) and Vicki
Horning (light designer) are
working behind the scenes.
Joining Alberts and Medlock are
students Aaron Schwartzbord
'03 (dramaturg), Erin Koster '05
(production stage manager),
Jeremy Orosz '05 (vocal direc-
tor), Joshua Young '05 (stage
manager) and Shawn Sweeney
'06 (assistant stage manager).
Valentine has designed his
production of "Twelfth Night"
with a college audience in
mind. "Traditionalists should
love the well-spok- en language.
Modernists should love the
contemporary elements.
Together, they should make fof
a unique experience."
Tickets are available at
Freelander Theatre during
office hours and are $9 for gen-
eral admission, $6 for non-Woos- ter
students and free for
" Wobster students." """""
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Shipping
Andrew Waldman
Viewpoints Editor
On Monday night, A&E Editor
Matt Foulds '05, Lindsey Redlin
'05 and myself jumped into my
1986 Chevrolet Caprice Classic
and braved the weather to see
Shipping News with supporters
Plus Ultra and Nad Navillus at the
Beachland Tavern in Cleveland.
Shipping News formed as a
result of a collaboration between
Jason Noble and Jeff Mueller on
the soundtrack for the National
Public Radio program "This
American Life." The two had
B
been involved in the mid 90s math
rock legend Rodan.
After Rodan broke up, Mueller
teamed up with two other mem-
bers of Rodan and became part of
another classic math rock group,
June of 44.
After the stint on "This
American Life," Mueller and
Noble decided to stick with song-writin- g,
picked up their friend and
drummer Kyle Crabtree and start-
ed working on a project. The
Beginning Friday at
Cinemark
Movies 10
The Life of
David Gale (R)
Old School (R)
Dark Blue (R)
Gods and Generals (PG-1- 3)
Chicago (PG-1- 3)
How To Lose A
Guy In Ten Days (PG-1- 3)
Daredevil (PG-1- 3)
Jungle Book 2 (G)
Shanghai Knights (PG-1- 3)
Kangaroo Jack (PG)
The Recruit (PG-1- 3)
WoostbrVo.ce
News brings math
result was the album "Save
Everything," a work that harkens
listeners back to the days of June
of 44 and even Rod an.
The News have gone on to
release another full length album
called "Very Soon, and in
Pleasant Company" and a col-
lection of singles end- - mam
tied "Three-Four.- " BandsThe band is out on
smalltour now in support of
that collection. mighty
Plus Ultra, a local
group from Tremont,
Ohio, opened the night. The duo
combined what seemed to me to
be a "light show" consisting of a
television playing an old PBS car-
toon special and a slide projector
showing ink blot painting with a
lot of music that seemed to have
no direction. Later I would learn
that the group played mostly
ambient music and they had only
prepared the music weeks earlier,
the applause at the end was most
definitely one of mercy.
Nad Navillus took the stage
after Plus Ultra and took the show
(12:10)4:05,7:00,9:55
(12:15,2:55)5:10,7:30,9:45
(11:20, 1:55) 4:35, 7:15, 10:00
(11:25)3:50, 8:15
(11:30, 2:05) 4:45, 7:25, 10:05
(11:15, 1:45) 4:30, 7:10, 9:50
(12:05, 2:30) 5:00, 7:40, 10:10
(12:00, 2:00) 4:00, 7:05, 9:30
(11:35, 2:10) 4:50, 7:35, 10:15
(12:20,3:00)5:15
7:20,9:40
() Saturday, Sunday only
No PassesEvening Classic Supersavers
All shows before 5 p.m. only $3.75
General Admission $5.75 for adults,
Friday and Saturday after 5 p.m. $6
First Matinee show Mon-Fr- i $3
For complete listings, call (330) 345-875- 5.
in a more somber direction. Nad
(actually, his real name is Dan
Sullivan, he had just reversed the
letters in his name for his on-sta- ge
moniker) kept telling the crowd
that he was "Nad Navillus from
Chicago" and that he came to play
music about (guess what) his life.
like The News are mounting a
return to what was once the
little following of math rock.
Nad performed several interesting
songs during the night. Armed
with only his guitar, Nad serenad-
ed the audience with a song about
a Japanese teacher that tried to
seduce him and a "woman who
killed her man" for the right rea-
sons. Though his subject matter
tired, overall, Nad left a good
impression on me. His guitar
playing was intriguing, and he did
Supergrass reaches
Matt Foulds
A&E Editor
Since 1994 the Brit-po-p sensa-
tions Supergrass have been wow-
ing European critics and fans
alike. Comprised of Gaz
Coombes, (guitar, vocals) Micky
Quinn, (bass) and Danny Goffey,
(drums), Supergrass released their
first single not long after their
18th birthdays. Along with bands
such as Blur, Suede and
Stereophonies, Supergrass is part
of a unique school of Brit-po- p
music that, while widely
acclaimed overseas, has met with
little recognition in America.
Released in 1994, their first
album, "I Should Coco" led many
people to believe that Supergrass
were the "next big thing" in the
world of post-Coba- in music. Fans
especially enjoyed the vibrant and
celebratory sound of the band,
quite different from the oppres-
sive chains of grunge that were
dominating the airwaves at the
time. The album received rave
reviews from critics and even
received moderate airplay on
MTV. Their next two albums met
with far less acclaim. While "In It
For, ,.
.
The , Money", ,and
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rock to Cleveland
not really need a backup band, for
this material. Shipping News
finally took the stage after mid-
night. With a little help from fel-
low math rocker Brian Straw on
the mixing board, the News
sounded even tighter than the last
time I saw them back in October
MaMa of last year.
The band
played several
new licks that
they had been
working on in
the last year
since Very Soon" The of this
show differed much from the last
tour; like their "Three-Four- " col-
lection, the band seems to depart-
ing from the rough, angular sound
inspired by June of 44 and Rodan
that really dominated their earlier
work. We heard more than a half-doze-n
slower numbers that exhib-
ited much control. Not surprising-
ly, "The Photoelectric Effect." a
"Supergrass" were both worthy
albums, they seemed to be more of
a step sideways for the band than
forward. Many were beginning to
wonder if Supergrass would ever
fulfill the promise their first album
seemed to guarantee.
With their fourth album, "Life
On Other Planets," Supergrass
takes its sound to a fresher and
crisper level. Assisted greatly by
the production bucks of Island
Records, Supergrass has recorded
an album that finally represents the
major step forward the band has
hinted at taking throughout its his-
tory. More than anything else, the
album portrays a trio that has final-
ly matured in its composition.
Each song can stand on its own and
could easily be a single, but taken
as a whole, one sees a near flawless
composition of pop purity. Perhaps
the only thing about the album that
seems superfluous is the band's
random dropping of audio clips of
chirping birds and bleating sheep
throughout its course.
Rather than allowing itself to be
hindered by the plodding and
wearisome tracks that character-
ized their last self-title- d album.
Supergrass has used "Life On
Other,-Planets- ". to, reraincl.. their,
t J 11 i i
piece from "Save Everything,"
was even better than it is on the
album. In addition, "Nine Bodies,
Nine States," followed a similar
strain, dazzling the crowd with its
simple melodies.
Of course, after much badger-
ing from a few drunken fans, the
band was coerced into playing
their "hit single," "The March
Song." As per usual, they took the
track much faster than it is done
on the album, perhaps only to fin-
ish so they could return their focus
to their newer work.
All in all. Shipping News left a
pleasant taste in my mouth.
Bands like the News are mount-
ing a small return to what was
once the mighty little following
of math rock. If their excellence
continues, more such bands will
join the movement and, hopeful-
ly, relieve us from the horribly
bland music scene that we have
faced in this country.
potential
fans of just the kind of writers that
they are. Sharp guitars sprinkled
with subtle synthesizer work and
breakneck rhythms allow
Supergrass to create a 12-so- ng
"how-to- " of pop craftsmanship.
Unlike bands like The Strokes,
Supergrass doesn't rely on their
influences to get their sound
across, rather, they manage to
blend the sound of 70s arena rock,
punk, and 90s Brit-po- p eccentrici-
ty without sounding scatter-
brained or overtly pretentious.
Throughout the album, discreet
homages to Elvis, U2, The
Rolling Stones, The Beatles, The
Clash' and Suede can all be found
without the band looking the
worse for it.
Tracks such as "Za," "Rush
Hour Soul" and "Evening of the
Day" represent a band that is final-
ly ready to fulfill the expectations
laid down for them after "I Should
Coco." Especially memorable is
the album's closing track, the Abby
Road esque "Run." With its repu-
tation finally back in check.
Supergrass has constructed the
springboard that will hopefully
finally propel them to the greatness
that "I Should Coco" and "Life On
Other Planets" hint so seriously at.
Sports
Now that Valentine's Day is over
derful ad, (Erik: 1, Russel: 0), we
once again. This week, we want to consider women athletes. Are they
getting better, or are men getting worse? Or are they just becoming
more like men?
Case 1: Anika Sorenstam: First, she's not attractive, so she'll
always come second to Anna. She
lpate in a PGA (not LPGA) tour
revert back to his drinking days
going to come into the tour with a
Don't get us wrong, she would probably beat us; definitely beat us
OK, she'd destroy us, but out there
five will be in longest hair. If she
don't bet on it.
Case 2: Diana Taurasi: So what
win streak in NCAA Women's History. It's women's basketball. Your
Turn Girlfriend? W'e Got Next? That's like reserving a table at Lowry.
Who do they think they are, the Sigs? Taurasi's a fine athlete, again
one who could pound us. but she'll
rity like Lisa Lobo and that's the only one we know.
Case 3: Bridgette Williams: "From
Crowd," the 5'6" sophomore guard at LA-Harb- or College averaged
38.7 points and 6.5 steals per game in 1993. Her Lady Seahawks went
28-- 4, and she even scored 72 points in one game. WTiere is she now?
Probably assisting with University
Suirunit or something. -
Case 4: Anna Kournikova: The
the one female who can do it all.
Who cares about championships? Monica Seles? Not even close. No,
AK (that's what we like to call her) is the real deal. We'd pick her
ahead of LeBron.
With all the training and preparation that goes into athletics, we are
not surprised that some women are just
lenge. When Shipe plays video games
has played with or against him knows
only comes around once in a lifetime. When Russel does math home-
work, it's kind of the same way. It is not that we are just lazy, we just
need a challenge much like these women athletes.
P.S. OK, we're kidding. We love
Occasionally, one of us goes out with one. But that rarely happens.
We can't figure out why.
By Erik "Fib ally" Shipe
solo
tint r'r'''fc
and we got one call from our won
can go back to writing about sports
has gotten the go-ahe- ad to partic
event. With men. John Daly can
and still outdrive this girl. She's
drive distance rank of 1,923,470.
with the big boys, her only top
does well, then that's great, but
if she's led UConn to the longest
go the WNBA and fade into obscu
Sports DJustrated's "Faces in the
of Tennessee head coach Pat
one true athlete. She's probably
The Williams' sisters? No way.
too dominant and need a chal
it's the same way. Anyone who
that he has a special knack that
women. We like to talk to them.
and Russell "Babooshka" Smitii
OUjiV, uifsin
Mike Smith from ESPN.com
'In his odd pre-fig- ht behavior, (Mike)
Tyson quit training last week in Las
Vegas to get a large, black tattoo on
the left side of his face. It's believed
he hasn't setfoot in the gym since."
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Editor: Todd Worly
Women 's b-b- all evens record
Erik Smith
Sports Writer
On Saturday, the women's bas-
ketball team hosted Wittenberg
University in an attempt to
improve their record to above
.500. It would prove to be a diffi-
cult task, however. Wittenberg,
undefeated in conference play,
jumped out to a 15-- 3 lead five
minutes into the game.
Wittenberg continued to build the
lead in the first half behind 1 1
points from Stephanie Campbell.
By halftime they had pulled away,
leading 41-1- 9. The Scots
responded in the second half with
a gutsy effort. Down 45-2- 5 early
on, Wooster went on a 17-- 5 run,
closing the gap to 50-4- 2. But the
rally proved to be too little, too
late, as Wittenberg then went on
it's own 10-- 0 run to effectively
put the game away.
For the Scots, Lindsey Schaaf
'04 once again led the team in
scoring, dropping 12 points on
Wittenberg. Natalie Barone '06
pitched in on offense and defense,
scoring 10 and stealing four.
Michelle Hall '06 also added eight
boards and four points in the loss.
The Scots' downfall was their
shooting, where they shot just
35.8 percent from the field.
Wooster was also outrebounded
43-3- 5. The loss brought
Wooster's record to 11-1- 2 overall,
and 5-- 9 in NCAC play.
On Wednesday, Wooster trav-
eled to Kenyon in hopes of raising
their record back to .500. Scoring
started slow, as both teams could-
n't shoot above 30 percent in the
first half. The Scots helped them-
selves with strong shooting from
the charity stripe, while Kenyon
was 0-fo- r-4 at the line. At the
half, the score was tied at 19.
Both Wooster and Kenyon
came out with improved shooting
in the second half, posting a 43.3
and 34.5 field goal percentage,
respectively. Wooster would pull
away, however, thanks in part to
excellent free throw shooting and
solid defense. The Scots were 21-of-- 29
on the day, and Schaaf was
a perfect 6-of- -6 at the line, as
Wooster won it 61-5- 0. The Scots
teamed up for seven blocks and 15
steals in a solid defensive effort.
Schaaf, Barone, and Kristen Rice
'03 all had a double-dig- it scoring
day, and Barone brought down
eight rebounds and three steals.
Mary Bell '06 led the defense
with five steals on the day.
The win gives Wooster a 12-1- 2
-
. T,. -
Molly Rallo '05 brings the ball up
Track heads to BW
Ben Mitchell
Managing Editor
The Scot track team traveled to
Denison last weekend to compete
in the Big Red Invitational. With
the meet being a non-scori- ng affair,
Wooster sent a small core of ath-
letes to compete against six other
schools, including NCAC foes
Hiram, Kenyon and host Denison.
Will Driscoll '05 was the lone
Scot harrier to take first, as he won
the high jump with a jump of 6' 1 ".
"I think that we have competed
pretty well," said Corey
Humphrey 03. "I see a lot of
improvement and we're getting
focused for the outdoor season."
Four men were multiple scorers
for Wooster. Nathan Collins '04
placed second in the pole vault
(13') and fourth in the triple jump
(39'04.00"). Humphrey soared in
the high jump (5'08.00"), good
enough for third place. He also
came in fifth in the long jump
(19'02.75"). Michael Jourden '03
dunked his way to third in the shot
record on the season, with a 6-- 9
mark in the NCAC. The victory
also clinched the sixth seed for the
Scots in next week's NCAC tour-
nament Wooster will wrap up the
regular season Saturday at home
against Earlham.
Photo By Pamela Miller
the court.
put (37), and took fourth in the
.
55-met- er hurdles (8.81). Nii Djan
Tackie '05 placed in three events,
including runner up in the triple
jump (43') and sixth in both the
55 meters (6.90) and long jump
(19'02.00").
"I think we're starting to see a
core group of guys emerge, and
we'll need that in the outdoor sea-
son," said Humphrey.
Matt Knepp '06 was runner up
in the 55-met- er dash (6.83), and
Chris Taft '06 took third in the
4500 (4:15.17)
The women's squad saw four
people make it into the scoring
column. Jennie Stockdale '05
was the top finisher for Wooster,
taking second in the 3000 meters
(10:45.34). ,
, "So far this season f think
things are going well," said co-capt-ain
Barbara Patrick '03.
"We're coming together well at
meets and at workouts. We've had
a lot of injuries and being a small
team can be tough."
diving, and their excellent per-
formances at the NCAC meet this
weekend are proof of that.
On Thursday, the Wooster men
had a rough start while the women
turned in several impressive fin-
ishes. Joe Silvestri '06 finished
eighth in the 50 freestyle, while
the men's 200 freestyle relay team
of Mike Moore '04, Clint Nicely
'05, Curtis Wolfe '04 and Silvestri
placed fifth for the Scots.
While the men finished the
day in second-to-la- st place, the
women focused their attention
on jumping out to a solid start
and cracking the
KenyonDenison stronghold.
The women finished the day in
third place overall on the
strength of several excellent fin-
ishes, including a school record
time for the 200 freestyle relay
team of Heising, Tanya
Tarasenkov '04, Sonya
Tarasenkov 04 and Liz
Whittam '05.
.
Not only did the relay team beat
the Wooster record for that race,
their time made the national A cut
and they placed second overall in
the race, beating a powerhouse
team from Denison.
Other huge races for the women
on Thursday included a second
place finish by Elizabeth Roesch
y f ti " .
". v
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another victory.
Wooster Voice
Scots finish 3rd at NCAC meet
Both squads see several records fall during meet
Jen Eklvnd
Sports Writer
Over the past several years, the
Scot swimmers, and divers have
been fighting for their place in
the NCAC, a conference which
boasts two of the top swimming
and diving programs in Division
III in Kenyon and Denison.
However, at the 2003 NCAC
Championships last weekend,
both the Wooster men and
women fought their way to third
place finishes in dramatic fash-
ion, with the men coming back
from a second-to-la- st place start
on the first day of the contest and
with the Scots setting seven new
Wooster records and two new
NCAC records.
The Scot men fought to their
best finish since 1997 with 744
points and a third place finish out
of nine teams, while the women
earned their sixth consecutive
third place finish at the NCAC
championships, closing the gap on
Kenyon and Denison and defeat-
ing the other five NCAC schools.
In addition, Kayla Heising '04
was honored as the NCAC Female
Swimmer of the Year. . Clearly,
the Scots are a program to be
reckoned with in the NCAC and
all of Division III swimming and
--
;
A Wooster swimmer eyes the finish of
'05 in the 500 freestyle. Roesch
also set a Wooster record in that
race and made the national A cut
as well.
Heising trounced her competi-
tion in the 50 freestyle and
brought home a first place finish
in that race, also setting school
and NCAC records on the way to
a national A cut time.
In addition, Tanya Tarasenkov
and Whittam performed strongly
in the 50 freestyle and 200 indi-
vidual medley races, respectively.
Tarasenkov turned in a national B
cut time in her race, while
Whittam made the national A cut
with a strong swim in the 200 IM.
The men's team saw their luck
begin to change on Friday, as
Kevin Wolfe '05 broke another
Wooster record in placing fifth in
the 400 individual medley. In
the meantime, Silvestri raced to
an eighth place finish in the 200
freestyle and the 800 freestyle
relay team of Jim Gilchrist '04,
Sam Almy '04, Silvestri and
Adam Yack '04 took fifth place
in their race. Wooster's score
was also helped by strong finish-
es by Todd Koenig '06 and
Aaron Bergman '06, who fin-
ished third and fifth in the three
meter dive, respectively.
The women continued to chal-
lenge Kenyon and Denison, as the
Scots 200 medley team (com-
prised of Whittam, Jenny Bayuk
'03, Heising and ; Tanya
Tarasenkov) battled their way to a
second place finish and a national
B cut time. Whittam, Bayuk, and
Heising also made individual
contributions on . Friday.
Whittam made a national B cut
time in the 400 individual med-
ley, Bayuk placed second in the
100 breaststroke with a national B
cut time, and Heising finished
third in the 100 butterfly with yet
another Wooster record and a
national B cut.
Not to be outdone, the
women's 800 freestyle relay team
of Whittam, Sophie Brym '05,
Roesch and Jody Bray 03 made a
national A cut while finishing in
second place in their race. Brym
also turned in a sixth place finish
and national B cut time in the 200
-- IT.' --I
i--
CX
A Scot swimmer blows away the competition.
freestyle, while Amy Clark '04
finished seventh in the 100 fly
' with a national B cut time.
On Saturday, the final day of
competition, the Scots turned up
the pressure on Kenyon and
Denison and continued to swim
into the record books. The men
received not one, but two great
finishes from Wolfe as he fin-
ished fourth in the 200 back-
stroke (setting yet another new
school record) and eighth in the
200 butterfly.
Silvestri continued to have a
great weekend for the Scots as he
placed seventh in the 100 free,
while Wooster's divers finished
strong yet again. Koenig placed
fourth on the one meter dive with
Bergman not far behind in sixth
place. The Scot men finished the
meet in third place, an incredible
turnaround considering their slow
start on Thursday.
"I was just really ecstatic
about the outcome of the meet,"
Zach Carter '05 said. "Third
place was a huge improvement
and very expected."
The women continued to put
the heat on Kenyon and Denison
as the meet reached the final
events. Yet another Scot relay
team finished high on the score-
board, as the women's 400
freestyle relay team, comprised of
Heising. Brym, and Sonya and
Tanya Tarasenkov, finished in
third place with a national A cut.
Bayuk, Bray and Clark each
turned in more solid individual
performances, as Bayuk placed
fourth in the 200 breaststroke
-
-
...
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with a national B cut time.
Bray also made the national B
cut with a sixth place finish in
the 200 butterfly and a fifth
place finish in the 1650
freestyle, while Clark finished in
fourth place in the 200 butterfly.
In addition, Kim Chambers '06
hit the wall in eighth place in the
200 backstroke.
The Scot women received huge
points from Roesch and Heising
on Saturday as well, as both
women took first place in races on
the final day of competition.
Roesch swam a school record and
national A cut time in winning the
1650 freestyle, while Heising
broke both the Wooster and
NCAC record in the 100 freestyle.
Her first-pla- ce finish in that race
also earned her a national A cut.
The Scot swimmers and divers
now have the Case Wesiern
Reserve. University Classic or.
Saturday and the Division 111
National Championship (Mar. I
15 women. Mar. 20-2- 2 men. be!ii
in Atlanta. GA) meets to look for-
ward to. Building upon their ici-rif- ic
performances at the NCAC
meet, both the men's an J
women's teams are prepared to
battle for national recognition.
"I thought the swim team came
together really well," said
Nicely. "We supported each
other, and when someone else
didn't have a good swim, we
brought him back up. I'm really
proud of the entire team. We
formed a cohesive unit and came
together to do something we did-
n't think was possible.'
--Wd6sTER blGE 12
Wooster closes in on NCAC regular season title
Todd Worly
Sports Editor
This was a pivotal week for the
men's basketball team, to say the
least. With crucial road contests
at Wittenberg University on
Saturday night and at Ohio
Wesleyan University on
Wednesday night, the Scots found
themselves on the verge of clinch-
ing the North Coast Athletic
Conference regular season title.
Unfortunately, Wooster could not
seal the deal on Saturday, drop-
ping a 61-5- 5 decision that came
down to the final minute.
However, the Scots bounced back
on Wednesday to haul in a 73-6- 0
victory in Delaware.
The Scots rolled into
Springfield seeking to return the
favor, to Wittenberg, as the Tigers
clinched the conference champi-
onship last season on Wooster 's
homecourt. Likewise, a Scot win
would nudge Wooster ahead of
Wittenberg by three games with
just two to play. But the Tigers
came to play, giving the Scots all
they could handle and more. :
Wooster trailed early on, but
climbed back into the game by
cutting the deficit to 32-2- 7 at half-tim- e.
The Scots, who trailed 34-2- 5
at halftime in their first meet-
ing with Wittenberg before
exploding for a 27-- 4 run to estab-
lish a comfortable lead, strolled
back onto the court looking for
some more second half magic.
But while Wooster did cut the
Tiger lead to 34-3- 3 with 18: 1 1 left
to play, someone in Springfield,
almost on cue, placed a proverbial
lid on the Scot basket. In fact,
Wooster missed its next 10 shots
from the field, and the Wittenberg
lead swelled to 46-3- 3 with 10:54
left in the game.
The Scots answered by showing
their championship mettle, storm-
ing back with a 22-- 9 run. The
Men's Basketball
222 vs. Earlham
225 NCAC Tournament
Quarterfinals
spurt, which was keyed by eight
points from Kyle Witucky '06,
was capped by a clutch three-point- er
by Blake Mealer '05 that
brought the ferocious Scot fans
into a frenzy by tying the game at
55 with two minutes left to play.
It seemed like Wooster had the
Tigers right where it wanted them,
but Wittenberg showed its poise
by converting a
putback off an
offensive
rebound to
rebuild its lead
to two at 57-5- 5.
The Scots
came up empty
on their next
trip, but nearly
made amends
for it on defense
when Bryan
Nelson '03
made a huge
steal at the top
of the key that
would turn into
the most contro-
versial play of
the game.
Nelson was on
his way to a
tying layup
when an infa-
nt o u s
Wittenberg
player made a
play for the ball,
making clear
contact with
Nelson and
knocking him
down. The shot
rolled in and
out, and no foul
was called on a
play that was a
questionable
no-ca-ll, at best.
Now desper-
ate, the Scots
rrm
were forced to foul, and to their
credit the Tigers converted on
four straight from the charity
stripe to cement the victory.
"They came out fired up and hit
some big shots early," Wes Wright
'03 said. "We got down early
against Witt, and we just couldn't
get over the hump."
Wooster, now ranked ninth in
Swimming & Diving
222 at CWRU Classic
"o--
c- -i Q
the country, was led by Mealer,
who netted 15 points on the
strength of 5-of- -lO shooting
from downtown. Witucky
added 14 points and three
rebounds, and Nelson turned in
a solid performance with 13
points and nine rebounds.
The Scots were outshot 47.1
percent (24-of-5- 1) to 38.9 percent
Photo By Jeremy Hohertz
Blake Mealer '05 has soared to new heights for the Scots lately.
Women's Basketball
222 vs. Earlham
225 NCAC Tournament
Quarterfinals
(21-of-5- 4) and
outrebounded 36-2- 8
by the Tigers
(18-5,13-- 2), and
saw their first
place lead shrink
to just one game.
There was no
rest for the
weary, though,
as Wooster head-
ed to Ohio
Wesleyan need-
ing a win to
maintain its
NCAC lead.
The Scots started
slowly once
again, but this .
time they were
able to dig them-
selves out of a
hole and beat the
Battling Bishops
convincingly.
Behind 12-- 5
early on,
Wooster stormed
back with an 18-- 5
run to take a
23-1- 7 lead that it
would never
relinquish. The
Scots kept pour-
ing it on for the
rest of the half
and headed into
the locker room
with a 42-3- 0
advantage.
The Bishops
didn't quit, bat
tling back to cut the Scot lead to
eight at 46-3- 8, but Wooster flexed
its muscles to the tune of a 14-- 5
run that extended Wooster's lead
to 60-4- 3.
The Scots, who threw it in
cruise control from that point on,
shot 50 percent (25-of-5- 0) from
the field as compared to 42.6 per-
cent (20-of-4- 7) for Ohio
Wesleyan. Wooster also showed
improvement underneath from
Saturday, outboarding the
Bishops 36-2- 2. '
"We played well on
Wednesday," Wright said. "It was
their Senior Day, so they came out
on fire, but we battled back and
played really well together." ,
The Scots were led by Rodney
Mitchell '04, who poured in a seaso-
n-high 20 points, including 16 in
the first half, on 7-of- -12 shooting.
Mealer had another impressive
performance with 19 points on 8-of- -13
shooting to go along with
seven rebounds, and Nelson was
perfect both from the floor and the
foul line while adding 11 points
and eight rebounds.
Wooster returns home for
"Senior Day" on Saturday after-
noon when Earlham College vis-
its. The Scots, who have already
clinched at least a share for the
NCAC title, can clinch first
place outright with a win over
the Quakers.
"We have everything to play for
against Earlham," Wright said.
"We just need to concentrate on
playing our game, and we'll be
fine. As the season winds down,
we as seniors are focusing on
savoring every day and enjoying
time with our teammates." .
The Earlham game is scheduled
to begin at 3 p.m. in the second
half of a double-head- er that also
features the Scot women's team.
With a win, the Scots will host the
NCAC Tournament.
TVack & Field
221 at Greater Cleveland
Championships hosted by
Baldwin Wallace
